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Astronomy: A lever for Science Education

Education and training are fundamental foundations for the future of societies in any country. The 

current world poses new challenges to education in face of the development of scientific and 

technological knowledge, generating, every day, an exponential growth of information on a global 

scale. According to the OECD Skills Strategy (2015) “Skills have become the fundamental driving 

force for economic success and individual well-being in the 21st century. Without adequate 

investment in skills, people remain on the margins of society, technological progress does not 

translate into growth and countries are no longer able to compete in economies that are 

increasingly based on knowledge”. About that, the OECD Education Project 2030 proposes that 

countries find answers to two fundamental questions:

• What knowledge, skills and attitudes do we need to develop (and adopt) to prepare our 

students for the future?

• How can education systems promote this knowledge, skills and attitudes effectively?

These needs force us to rethink School and the Teaching models, creating stimulating and 

challenging STEM activities, embracing several subjects as a whole. Knowledge, as life, is 

interdisciplinary, and this interdisciplinarity must have an increasing presence in school activities.

Astronomy is probably the most interdisciplinary field of knowledge, offering a fertile ground for 

the development of challenging activities and projects that mobilize the interest of students, 

developing a taste for Science, but also stimulating a set of skills that they will need for the 

challenges of the 21st century.

Over many years I have developed activities with students at School’s Science Clubs, in non-

formal education, using Astronomy as the main lever for learning. Students participated 

voluntarily in these activities, just because it’s fun and so different from regular classes. These 

activities range from astronomical observation sessions, using small optical telescopes, and 

construction for didactic exploration of small devices (such as spectroscopes, sundials, 

quadrants, apparatus for determining the solar diameter) to scientific work, such as asteroid 

research (IASC Project) , measurement of sunspots or lunar craters, determination of stellar 

magnitudes to study supernovae and rotation of our galaxy, using the professional telescopes of 

the Faulkes Telescope Project and the EU-HOU radio telescope constellation. Other activities, 

such as the Experience of Eratosthenes, are already being developed within an interdisciplinary 

framework, involving different curricular disciplines, in it’s own schools curricular time.

Most of the activities carried out were promoted by NUCLIO - Núcleo Interativo de Astronomia e 

Inovação na Educação, that develops a meritorious work by developing and disseminating 

projects and initiatives involving Astronomy and Teaching all around the world, providing the 

necessary resources for the development most of the activities referred to in this work.

We have to light the brightness in our student’s eyes.
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We have to light the brightness in our student’s eyes

Our Science Club
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We use Faulkes Telescope Project telescopes by remote control, in 
real time, directly in the classroom, with the possibility of carrying 
out scientific research, such as looking for exoplanets or studying 
supernovae, etc.

Scientist Talks & many other things

The IASC Program, presented in Portugal by NUCLIO, 
provides us material to discover new asteroids. 

Using Remote Telescopes

Chasing Asteroids

CERN virtual visit

Using
Radiotelescopes

Stargazing

Handson activities
We made several interdisciplinary activities and experiments such 
as making and exploring Sundials, building and launching rockets, 
exploring Eratosthenes Experiment, achieving Sun Diameter, etc.

The School has to be rethought to meet the
needs of the 21st century. It has to grab the
student for Science, in a challenging and
interdisciplinary way. Nothing better than
Astronomy to fulfill this aim.

Our Science Club has as main objective to
present a set of scientific activities that show a
new approach about “what Science is” and
“how science is made”. It is also added to this
purpose: the Challenge.

Astronomical 
observation 
sessions allow 
us to create 
links to the 
Universe

Augmented
reality

Talks

Virtual talks

This nonformal teaching space
seeking to work not only concepts,
but essentially competences in an
interdisciplinary way.

https://clubedeciencia0.webnode.pt/

Exhibitions


